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Abstract. Local velocities and aspect ratios of rising bubbles were measured to investigate

1. Introduction

shape, the physical properties of both phases, and the
presence of surface-active substances [12,17,18].
Bubble local velocities and shape deformations
have been considered as sensitive parameters in previous studies [19-21]. The presence of surfactants even
in traces leads to the signi cant decrease of rising
bubble velocity [1,20,22,23]. Dynamic Adsorption
Layer (DAL) theory is well recognized to justify this
phenomenon. According to DAL, displacement of
surfactant molecules at the interface leads to nonuniform surface coverage, and surface tension gradient
is generated [9,24]. As a result, the mobility of the bubble surface reduces, and friction drag increases due to
the creation of Marangoni stresses [25]. Consequently,
surface behavior of bubble approaches that of a rigid
sphere, and velocity decreases.
The shape of liquid droplets and gas bubbles is
a ected by the interfacial force balance [26]. Some
e orts have been made to investigate the in uence
of bubble shape deformations on the rising bubble
hydrodynamics, drag force, and characteristic trajectories [21,27,28]. Variations of surface energy deform
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the e ects of bubble detachment shape on rising bubble hydrodynamics. Two types of
capillary were employed to generate bubbles of identical volume: one glassy nozzle aligned
vertically and the other stainless steel needle aligned horizontally. Horizontally injected
bubbles have a spherical initial shape, and their values of aspect ratio slightly uctuate
around unity. However, vertically injected bubbles have a surface-stretched initial shape,
and their values of aspect ratios decrease sharply from 1.1 to 0.65. There is a notable
correspondence between the variation of local velocities and aspect ratios that re ects the
relevance of the detachment shape of the bubbles to their surface energy. Correlations
of Taylor & Acrivos and Vakhrushev & Efremov for aspect ratio were examined by
experimental data.
© 2019 Sharif University of Technology. All rights reserved.

Dynamic interfacial phenomena in the presence of
surface active materials have a fundamental role in
design, construction, and control of many industrial
processes [1-5]. Dynamics of gas-liquid interfaces is one
of the most interesting topics in this eld. Furthermore,
it has a wide scope in terms of applications such as
boiling heat transfer, wastewater treatment, and drug
delivery [6-8]. There are many chemical processes that
involve rising of bubbles through a liquid medium such
as distillation, oatation, and evaporation [9,10]. For
decades, experimental and computational researches
were conducted to study the hydrodynamics of the
ascending motion of gas bubbles through a liquid
phase [11-16]. These studies demonstrate that the
motion of a bubble is strongly a ected by its size and
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the bubble shape. Surface energy refers to the product
of surface tension and interfacial area, i.e., Es = S,
leading to the enlargement of the bubble size, the
interfacial area, and consequently surface energy. This
makes the interfacial region more unstable; hence, the
bubble shape deforms from the highly stable spherical
one to oblate, prolate, and so on. Surface active
substances could also in uence the surface energy by
reducing surface tension. It has been found that the
rising velocity of 1-2 mm ellipsoidal bubbles in puri ed
water is signi cantly larger than that of spherical ones
with the same volume [29]. However, the e ect of
surfactants on the bubble detachment shape has been
disregarded in previous studies.
Several dimensional analyses have been established to clarify the contribution of forces governing the
rising bubble hydrodynamics [30]. These studies [26,31]
con rmed that the bubble behavior was governed by
the resultant of buoyancy, inertia, surface tension, and
viscous forces. The bubble aspect ratio is usually
correlated in terms of Reynolds (Re, Eq. (1)), Eotvos
(Eo, Eq. (2)), Morton (Mo, Eq. (3)), and Weber (We,
Eq. (4)) numbers.
Re =

l V d
;
L

(1)
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gd2 (l g )
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(l

l V 2 d
:
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Tadaki number is also introduced to include all of
the mentioned forces, yet with weak dependence on
viscosity (Eq. (5)) [30]:

We =

Ta = ReMo0:23 :
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nozzle is greater than that of needle [32]. However,
the relation between the rising bubble hydrodynamics
and the detachment shape of bubbles has not been
considered. Although it was shown that velocity
variations corresponded with shape oscillations [33,34],
the in uence of surfactants on the initial oscillation has
not been addressed yet.
The aim of the current study is to reveal the
e ect of surfactants on rising bubble hydrodynamics
through shape deformation of the detached bubble.
One ionic surfactant SDS (sodium dodecyl sulfate)
and the other non-ionic C10 DMPO (decyl dimethyl
phosphine oxide) were used in the experiments. Two
types of capillary were employed to generate a xed
volume of bubbles with spherical and surface-stretched
shapes in the liquid phase. The present work also aims
to examine the Taylor & Acrivos and Vakhrushev &
Efremov correlations for the aspect ratio of a 1.75 mm3
bubble in surfactant solutions.

2. Experimental method and materials
The materials used in the experiments include Sodium
Dodecyl Sulfate (SDS) as an ionic surfactant and decyl
dimethyl phosphine oxide (C10 DMPO) as a nonionic
surfactant (the purity of both was about 98% and both
were purchased from Sigma Aldrich). Deionized water
with a surface tension value of 72.50.3 mN.m 1 was
used as in the continuous phase. Surface tension values
were measured by using the pendant drop method.
Extra experiments were carried out to check the data
reproducibility. The experimental temperature was
25 C for all measurements.
The rising bubble method has been frequently
used for investigating the dynamics of gas-liquid interfaces [1,3,20,22,25,35]. Experimental setup used in
this study is shown in Figure 1. The experiments

(5)

The inertial and surface tension forces should be taken
into account in correlating the bubble aspect ratio for
surfactant solutions, because the rising bubble velocity
and surface tension are signi cantly altered in the
presence of surfactants. Hence, Weber and Tadaki
numbers are appropriate choices to correlate bubble
aspect ratios. It has been correlated well by Taylor
& Acrivos [36] in terms of Weber number and by
Vakhrushev & Efremov [37] as a function of Tadaki.
Thus, these two models are preferred to be assessed in
the case of surfactant solutions.
Gas injection method has been considered as a
factor that a ects the bubble behavior [30]. It has
been shown that the bubble growth rate using substrate

Figure 1. Schematic of the experimental set up: 1: PC;

2: Digital camera; 3: Stroboscope; 4: Capillary nozzle; 5:
Syringe pump.
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Table 1. Surface tension data at various surfactant
concentrations.

Surfactant Concentration Surface tension
(M)
(mN.m 1 )

C 10 DMPO

Figure 2. Aspects of ellipsoid form of a rising bubble.
were carried out in a glass square column with a crosssectional area of 40 mm40 mm and a height of 50 cm.
Two types of capillaries were used to generate bubbles
of the same volume: one glassy nozzle with an inner
diameter of 0.075 mm and aligned vertically; the other
stainless steel needle with an inner diameter of 0.1 mm
and aligned horizontally. Capillaries were tted at
the end of the glass square column in a way that the
bubbles were produced in the center of cross-section of
the column. A syringe pump was used to control the
air ow and produce bubbles of 1.75 mm3 volume. A
CCD camera was used to record the bubble motion and
its deformations. A stroboscope illumination with a
frequency of 100 Hz was employed to specify the bubble
position in the corresponding elapsed time. Local
velocities were calculated by dividing the displacement
of the bubble by the elapsed time.
It is worthy of note that the two-dimensional
analysis of bubble shapes has been considered in the
current study. The bubble aspect ratio (E ) has been
calculated according to Figure 2 and Eq. (6) to assess
the local shape deformations of the rising bubble:
E = b=a:
(6)

3. Result and discussion
Local Velocity Pro le (LVP) and aspect ratio (E ) of the
bubbles rising in pure water and surfactant solutions
(10 7 M to 10 4 M for C10 DMPO and 510 5 M
to 310 3 M for SDS) were measured. The error of
terminal velocity measurements was about 0.4 cm.s 1 .
The values of the surface tension measured by the
pendant drop technique are listed in Table 1. By
increasing the concentration of C10 DMPO, the surface
tension decreased, because the highest concentration of
C10 DMPO (10 4 M) was less than its CMC (4.610 3
M). The CMC of SDS was about 7-10 mM; therefore,
the surface tension of SDS solutions was also decreased
with increasing SDS concentration. Two types of
capillary nozzles (one metal needle aligned horizontally
and the other one glass nozzle aligned vertically) were
used to generate two di erent initial shapes of detached
bubbles (spherical and surface-stretched, respectively)
with the same air volume of 1.75 mm3 .

SDS

0
10 7
5  10
10 6
5  10
10 5
10 4
5  10
10 4
3  10
3  10

7
6

5
4
3

72.5  0.3
72.6  0.3
72.5  0.2
72.3  0.3
71.4  0.3
70.7  0.2
61.7  0.4
72.5  0.3
71.2  0.4
69.7  0.3
57.2  0.3

3.1. Correlating the bubble aspect ratio

There are various models for correlating the bubble
aspect ratio. The aspect ratio depends on the forces
that act on the rising bubble and has been correlated as a function of Re, Eo, Mo, and We. The
velocity and surface tension of the rising bubble are
considerably changed in the presence of surfactants,
and the bubble shape is mainly controlled by inertia
and surface tension. Hence, for correlating the bubble
aspect ratio in surfactant solutions, the inertial and
surface tension forces may be accounted in terms of We
and Ta, respectively. Taylor & Acrivos [36] presented a
Weber-based correlation (Eq. (7)), which was examined
successfully by Celata et al. [30]:
E=

1
:
1 + 325 We

(7)

Vakhrushev & Efremov [37] revised the Tadaki and
Maeda correlation as follows:

E=

8
>
>1
>
>
>
>
>
>
<

Ta < 0:3

f0:77 + 0:24 tanh[1:9(0:40

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
:

0:30

0:3 < Ta < 20

log10 Ta)]g2

(8)

20 < Ta

The accuracy of Eq. (8) also was con rmed by Celata
et al. [30].

3.2. The e ects of bubble injection method

The aspect ratios and LVPs of the rising bubbles
detached from vertical nozzle and horizontal needles
in pure water are shown in Figure 3. According to
Figure 3, the bubble detached from the horizontal needle is approximately spherical (E  1), and its aspect
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Figure 3. Hydrodynamic behavior of rising bubbles in pure water: (a) Aspect ratio pro le and (b) local velocity pro le.

Figure 4. Schematic e ect of surfactant molecules on detached bubble shape of a rising bubble.
ratio uctuates slightly about unity along the rising
path. In other words, the bubble rises without any
signi cant deformation of its initial spherical shape.
However, the bubble detached from vertical nozzle
in pure water has a surface-stretched shape, and its
aspect ratio sharply decreases from 1.1 to 0.65. As
illustrated in Figure 3(b), there is an acceleration step
in LVPs of vertically and horizontally injected bubbles,
followed by constant (terminal) velocity. However, local velocities of vertically injected bubbles have higher
values than those of horizontally injected bubbles. The
acceleration step of vertically injected bubble occurs
along with the sharp decrease of aspect ratio. It is
also deduced from Figure 3 that the bubble terminal
velocity is strongly dependent on its detachment shape.
Thus, it appears that the initial shape of the detached
bubble could a ect the LVPs and aspect ratios of the
rising bubbles. The interfacial area of surface-stretched
bubbles is higher than that of spherical bubbles with
the same volume. Thus, the surface energy of vertically injected bubbles has higher values than that of
horizontally injected bubbles. This disparity between
surface energies could be responsible for di erent LVPs
of rising bubbles in two injection methods.

surface tension. Hence, the interfacial curvature tends
toward stable spherical shape rather than unstable
surface-stretched shape. This behavior is illustrated
in Figure 4. Surface-stretched bubbles have more
surface energy than spherical ones due to their higher
interfacial area. In other words, a spherical shape is
the most stable form for the detachment curvature of
rising bubbles with the same volume. As is shown in
Figure 5, during bubble detachment from the vertical
nozzle, the instability of the bubble surface makes it
oscillate.
As illustrated in Figure 6, with the increase of
surfactant concentration, the initial shape of vertically
injected bubbles approaches a spherical shape. For
vertically injected bubbles in pure water, the aspect
ratio is sharply decreased to a constant value less
than 1. As is seen, horizontally injected bubbles
possess a higher degree of sphericity in pure water than
vertically injected bubbles.

3.3. Bubble detachment shapes

Variations of surface energy create di erent curvatures
of the bubble surface during the detachment process.
The presence of surfactant molecules leads to decreasing bubble surface energy by reducing the gas-liquid

Figure 5. Bubble oscillation due to detachment from
nozzle in pure water.
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Figure 6. Aspect ratio of rising bubbles detached from

vertical nozzle (in pure water and surfactant solutions)
and horizontal needle (in pure water) as a function of the
distance from the capillary.

3.4. The e ects of surfactants

The aspect ratios of the bubbles detached from vertical nozzle in various surfactant solutions (C10 DMPO
and SDS) are presented in Figure 7. By increasing
the surfactant concentration, the aspect ratio at the
detachment moment approaches 1, meaning that the
detachment shape of the bubble tends toward a higher
degree of sphericity. As shown by both Figure 7(a) and
(b), the bubble aspect ratio descends from 1.1 to 0.65
in pure water; the same trend occurs for lower concentrations of the surfactant, yet with lower variations.
However, for high surfactant concentrations (10 4 M
C10 DMPO and 310 3 M SDS), the aspect ratio
slightly uctuates about unity. As can be observed
for intermediate concentrations (5  10 7 10 5 M
C10 DMPO and 5  10 5 3  10 4 M SDS), there are
minimums followed by the aspect ratio increase.
As mentioned earlier, the interfacial area of the
surface-stretched bubble is higher than that of the

spherical bubble of identical volume as well as bubble
surface energy. Therefore, surface-stretched bubbles
have greater initial instability and shape deformation
than spherical ones do. The oscillation of bubbles
induces some streamlines around them [38]. The
formation of ow eld due to the bubble oscillation
could in uence the local velocity of rising bubbles.
The LVPs of the bubbles detached from vertical
nozzle in pure water and various surfactant solutions
(10 7 M to 10 4 M of C10 DMPO and 510 5 M
to 310 3 M of SDS) are shown in Figure 8. By
increasing the surfactant concentration, the terminal
velocity decreases from 35 cm/s to 15 cm/s. For
intermediate concentrations (510 7 M to 10 5 M for
C10 DMPO and 510 5 M to 310 4 M for SDS),
after the initial acceleration of the bubble, a maximum
is observed followed by the velocity decrease up to
terminal velocity.
This behavior is well described by the DAL theory. According to this theory, during the rise of bubbles
through pure liquids, the gas-liquid interface is fully
mobile and rising bubble velocity is higher than that
of a rigid sphere of the same size [26,39]. In surfactant
solutions, an adsorption layer is formed on the bubble
surface, thus retarding the mobility of the interface and
increasing the viscous drag [12]. The drag force exerted
by the liquid medium leads to the development of nonuniform distribution of surface concentration on the
bubble surface. Surface concentration of surfactants
is at minimum at the leading pole of the rising bubble,
whereas the rear pole is enriched from surfactant
molecules [40]. Surface concentration gradient induces
Marangoni stress that reduces the mobility of the
bubble surface and lowers the bubble velocity [9,41].
When the bubble velocity approaches the terminal
velocity, a stagnant cap is formed at the rear of the
bubble, which is known as a di usion adsorption layer.
However, the e ect of the initial shape of the detached
bubble as a representative parameter of surface energy
is disregarded in DAL theory.

Figure 7. Aspect ratios of vertically injected bubbles in various solutions of (a) C10 DMPO, and (b) SDS.
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Figure 8. Local velocities of vertically injected bubbles in various solutions of (a) C10 DMPO, and (b) SDS.

Figure 9. Velocity pro le and aspect ratio of initially
spherical bubble as a function of distance from the
capillary.

For a better understanding, LVPs and aspect ratio
of the rise of a horizontally detached bubble in pure
water are compared to those of a vertically detached
bubble in the concentrated surfactant solution (310 3
M SDS and 10 4 M C10 DMPO), as shown in Figure 9.

In all cases of Figure 9, rising bubbles have identical
behavior because of their same detachment shape
of sphere. As was pointed out earlier, surfactants
cause the reduction of bubble stretching curvature
produced in vertical nozzle. Therefore, the initial
shape oscillation is damped and, consequently, aspect
ratio undergoes only slight changes in the rising path
and terminal velocity is less than that of the surfacestretched bubble.
The presence of surfactant a ects the velocity of
the rising bubble by changing its initial shape. This is
a supplementary point of view for velocity retardation
of the rising bubble in the presence of a surfactant that
di ers from the creation of Marangoni stresses and the
increase of hydrodynamic drag.
Aspect ratio versus Weber and Tadaki numbers
are presented in Figure 10 (for various concentrations
of C10 DMPO) as in a comparison with Eqs. (7) and (8).
Both equations show good tting with experimental
data of 510 7 M C10 DMPO. The results of Taylor
& Acrovis were disappointing for horizontally injected
bubbles in pure water. Figure 11 shows the aspect

Figure 10. Aspect ratio of rising bubbles in terms of (a) We and (b) Ta for C10 DMPO solutions.
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Figure 11. Aspect ratio of rising bubbles in terms of (a) We and (b) Ta for SDS solutions.
ratio in terms of Weber and Tadaki numbers for SDS
solutions along with Eqs. (7) and (8). Good estimates
of experimental data are provided for 510 5 M SDS
using Eqs. (7) and (8). Scattered data have been
observed for 10 4 M and higher concentrations of SDS.
Generally, Vakhrushev & Efremov model has been
found to provide better estimates of the bubble aspect
ratio.

4. Conclusion
The present study demonstrates a novel explanation
for the rising bubble hydrodynamics in the presence
of surfactants that emphasizes the initial shape of
detached bubbles. Two types of capillaries were used
for the bubble generation: one aligned horizontally
and the other aligned vertically. Horizontally injected
bubbles had an initial spherical shape, and their values
of aspect ratio slightly uctuated around unity. Thus,
the bubble rises without signi cant deformation were
compared to its initial spherical shape.
However, vertically injected bubbles had an initial
surface-stretched shape in pure water, and their values
of aspect ratios decreased abruptly from 1.1 to 0.65.
The presence of surfactants decreased the surface
tension of vertically injected bubbles and, accordingly,
surface energy decreased. Increasing surfactant concentrations led to deformation of the initial curvature
of vertically injected bubbles from an unstable surfacestretched shape (pure water) to a highly stable spherical shape (310 3 M SDS and 10 4 M C10 DMPO).
According to the data of LVPs, there is a notable
correspondence between the variation of local velocities
and aspect ratios, which is relevant to the initial shape
of the bubbles. This speci c behavior reveals that surfactants could a ect the rising bubble hydrodynamics
by controlling the detachment shape of the bubble.
Taylor & Acrovis and Vakhrushev & Efremov models
were evaluated by using the experimental data for

estimating the bubble aspect ratio in terms of Weber
and Tadaki numbers, respectively. The results showed
that Vakhrushev & Efremov correlation provided better estimates of the bubble aspect ratio than Taylor &
Acrovis model did.

Nomenclature
a
b
E
Es
Re
We
Eo
Ta
V
y

Long axis of the oval bubble
Short axis of the oval bubble
Aspect ratio
Surface energy (j)
Reynolds number
Weber number
Eotvos number
Tadaki number
Local velocity (cm.s 1 )
Distance from capillary (mm)

Greek letters



Surface tension (N.m 1 )
Detachment angle (degree)
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